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Author's response to reviews:

The Editor-in-Chief
BMC Infectious Disease

Re: Resubmission of the Revised Paper Titled “Evaluation of simple rapid HIV assays and development of national rapid HIV test algorithms in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania” for Publication

I, Said Aboud, the author of the paper titled “Evaluation of simple rapid HIV assays and development of national rapid HIV test algorithms in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania” have incorporated the following formatting changes requested:

1. Author list - formatted as requested
2. Affiliations – each affiliation has been written in full
3. Title – formatted as requested
4. Key words, word counts have been removed
5. Highlighting/tracking have been removed
6. Authors contributions – formatted into a paragraph
7. Tables – formatted as requested

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Said Aboud
Corresponding Author